Fall 2007 Student-Athlete Grades

The following student-athletes completed more than 12 units with over a 3.0 gpa:

Softball
1. Kara Besseghini-3.55
2. Katherine Carvalho-3.36
3. Penelope Crouse-Feehan-3.47
4. Holly Moala-3.40
5. Alexandria Woody-3.25
   a. 33.3% of roster over 3.00 gpa

Baseball
1. Richard Aubert-3.46
2. Michael Branch-3.52
3. Christopher Carlson-3.20
4. Alberto Contreras-3.11
5. Andrew Cordeiro-3.31
6. Louis Dettorre-3.44
7. Drew Fisher-3.69
8. Salvador Hernandez-3.61
9. Sean McGinnis-3.23
10. Todd Morris-3.60
11. Thomas Pavesi-3.28
12. Christopher Samulesz-3.02
13. Ryan Shook-3.03
14. Kellen Simmons-3.28
15. Justin Wall-3.23
   a. 46.8% of roster over 3.00 gpa

Football
1. Matthew Altieri-3.66
2. Kenneth Calderon-BVC gpa 3.05
3. Kalin Chaussee-3.49, BVC grade 3.10
4. Luis Fraser-BVC gpa 3.06
5. Gabriel Garalde-3.10, BVC gpa 3.30
6. Darnell Grier-3.03
7. Stephen Harris-BVC gpa 3.11
8. Jardin Hawthorne-3.36 gpa
9. Michael Henry-BVC gpa 3.05
10. David Hasseltine-3.41
11. Lucas Hoffman-3.41
12. Robert Jones-BVC gpa 3.24
13. Dennis McAhren-3.10
14. Matthew Montez-BVC gpa 3.09
15. Sidney Newton-3.56
16. Charles Oliver-3.64
17. Lavelle Phillips-3.10
18. John Portugal-3.21, BVC gpa 3.26
19. Samson Zebrowski-3.68, Presidents Award Winner
   a. 27.1% of roster over 3.00 gpa

Volleyball
1. Lovella Asuncion-3.56, BVC gpa 3.48 gpa, Presidents Award Winner
2. Holly Moala-3.40
4. Noel Reddick-3.33
5. Ashley Tubb-3.17 BVC gpa
   a. 45.4% of roster over 3.00 gpa

Soccer
1. Kathleen Bell-3.00
2. Paige Cruz-3.35, 3.46 BVC gpa
3. Kellie Detweiler-3.47
4. Katherine Kempkey-3.83, 3.25 BVC gpa
5. Rachael Johnson-4.00, Presidents Award Winner
6. Kathleen Knopp-3.62
7. Jamie Leite-3.53, BVC gpa 3.08
8. Jessica Martho-3.44
9. Marissa McLean-4.00, Presidents Award Winner
10. Giana Raccanello-3.25
   a. 37% of roster over 3.00 gpa

Water Polo
1. David Corkett-3.57
2. Nathaniel Owen-3.30
3. Ryan Nobles-3.66, 3.07 Coast gpa, Presidents Award Winner
4. Jordan Vercoe-3.32 Coast gpa
   a. 25.0% of roster over 3.00 gpa

Women’s Basketball
1. Natalie Cooley-3.80, BVC gpa 3.75
2. Corina Cornelius-3.00
3. Kecia Holland-3.07
4. Jana Jenkins-3.37
5. Theresa Keith-3.32
6. Alishea Kelly- BVC gpa-3.13
7. Leilanie Lewis-3.82, Presidents Award Winner
8. Brandilynn Lucas-3.82, Presidents Award Winner
9. Jasmine Smith-3.82, Presidents Award Winner
   a. 64.3% of roster over 3.00 gpa

Men’s Basketball
1. Reginald Davis-3.30
2. Michael Farr-3.19
3. Paul Gallego-3.18
4. Dante Gordon-3.14
5. Esteben Greenwood-3.07
6. Darnell Grier-3.03
7. Kyle James-3.14
8. Jonathan McCall-BVC gpa 3.05
9. Gabriel Sims-BVC gpa 3.01
10. Jared Waters-3.78, BVC gpa 3.54, Presidents Award Winner
    a. 66.6% of roster over 3.00 gpa

Men’s and Women’s Swimming and Diving
1. Kayla Carlson-3.08
2. Theresa Cordova-3.00
3. Natalie Damante-3.00
4. Jamie Leite-3.53
    a. 20.0% of roster over 3.00 gpa

Total 81 students over 3.00 gpa

Thirty-seven percent of our Fm 3 eligible athletes passed more than 12 units with over a 3.00 GPA!!

BVC and NCFA award winners are fall sport sophomores (2nd year of competition) who have a cumulative gpa of over 3.0 from their first semester of competition, after their last semester of participation.

President’s Award winners have competed in a fall sport with the highest team gpa and have completed more than 12 units.

Student signature on their COA Fm1 allow us to release this type of information to the public.